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Abstract

Semantic role labeling (SRL) is a central task001
in many applications, e.g., machine transla-002
tion, question answering, summarization, and003
more recently, complex tasks such as stance004
detection. However, cross-lingual projection of005
SRL labels has remained a thorny problem in006
NLP. The scarcity of semantically annotated007
corpora makes it difficult to build semantic008
role labelers, particularly for languages where009
hand-annotated labels are not readily available.010
We leverage semantic isomorphism at the level011
of predicate-argument structure to induce SRL012
systems from unlabeled bilingual corpora. We013
demonstrate that this approach yields explain-014
able representations that readily project to new015
languages. Our novel contribution is the use of016
a simple word-to-word alignment followed by a017
First Come First Assign (FCFA) algorithm and018
a handful of linguistically-informed constraints019
specified at the predicate-argument level. These020
constraints provide a systematic mapping to021
semantic-role divergence categories that serve022
as the basis for analysis of our FCFA approach.023
A two-step process rapidly produces explain-024
able SRL output: simple alignment followed by025
application of FCFA. This approach yields SRL026
projection results that are comparable to state027
of the art performance (XSRL), but without028
relying on complex transformer-based scoring029
schemes for multi-word alignments.030

1 Introduction031

Semantic role labeling (SRL) is a high level natural032

language processing (NLP) task that captures “who033

did what to whom”. SRL labels are used in down-034

stream tasks such as machine translation, question035

answering, summarization (Liu and Gildea, 2010;036

Genest and Lapalme, 2011), or more complex tasks037

such as extraction of privately held beliefs and038

stances (Mather et al., 2021, 2022).039

SRL has been extensively studied in English due040

to the high availability of English-specific SRL041

annotated datasets (Fei et al., 2020a). However,042

scarcity of SRL-annotated corpora in other lan- 043

guages motivates the need for cross-lingual ap- 044

proaches that project SRL labels from English 045

to other languages, to produce non-English SRL- 046

labeled corpora. Existing methods of SRL transfer 047

from English to a target language use model trans- 048

fer (Kozhevnikov et al., 2013; Fei et al., 2020b), 049

syntactic rules (He et al., 2019; Li et al., 2018), and 050

projection (Padó et al., 2009; Fei et al., 2020a). 051

Two projection methods are generally employed: 052

(a) translation-based and (b) alignment-based. 053

Translation-based translates English data into the 054

target language and transfers the English labels. 055

This approach has shown good performance due to 056

recent improvements in neural machine translation 057

(NMT) models (Fei et al., 2020a; Gehring et al., 058

2017; Hassan et al., 2018). 059

Unfortunately, NMT is not always optimal for 060

building cross-lingual SRL corpora due to trans- 061

lation divergences between source and target lan- 062

guages (Dorr, 1994; Lee et al., 2018), which af- 063

fect SRL performance. Moreover, translation- 064

based projection generally involves tree-to-tree 065

mappings to build cross-lingual SRL-annotated cor- 066

pora (Prazák et al., 2017), yet these mappings are 067

hampered by a lack of isomorphism at the syn- 068

tax level (Shen et al., 2016), and they are often 069

more trouble than they are worth, given that SRL 070

does not require the full power of tree/graph-based 071

representations. Finally, state-of-the-art projection 072

approaches such as XSRL (Daza and Frank, 2020) 073

employ a lightweight and portable word-to-word 074

alignment, but without a framework for explaining 075

output. 076

Our work uses word-to-word alignment-based 077

projection from English to French, with an eye to- 078

ward addressing the issues above. The approach en- 079

ables the transfer of SRL labels from source to tar- 080

get sentences, and creates a French SRL-annotated 081

corpus. For the purpose of this paper, we include 082

the following SRL labels: ARG0 (Agent), ARG1 083
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(Patient), ARG2 (beneficiary or instrument), ARG3084

(start point or attribute), and also VERB (main pred-085

icate). Accurate SRL projection requires resolution086

of translation divergences. State-of-the-art XSRL087

classifies and addresses two divergences types:088

Nominalizations and Separable Verb Prefixes—a089

subset of those explored in this paper.090

Existing studies introduce unnecessary complex-091

ity (which impacts speed) or require human labor092

to address divergences, e.g., syntactic constituents093

extraction (He et al., 2019; Padó et al., 2009), prob-094

ability distributions application (Akbik et al., 2015),095

BERT-score calculation(Zhang et al., 2019), or hu-096

man intervention (Daza and Frank, 2020). Instead,097

our approach defines and addresses a general set098

of predicate argument divergences, following those099

described by Dorr (1994).100

Figure 1: Divergence types

Fig. 1 illustrates three representative examples101

of generalized divergences: (a) categorial, (b) Light102

Verb, and (c) Structural. categorial divergences are103

mappings where the source and target have dif-104

ferent parts of speech (POS). In (a), the adjective105

enough (coupled with the verb is) maps to the verb106

suffit (i.e., suffice). During SRL processing, the107

word is is assigned VERB and enough is assigned108

ARG2, on the French side, suffit is appropriately109

assigned VERB with no ARG2. In (b), trust is110

mapped to fait confiance (i.e., have trust). Here,111

fait is “light” in meaning, with the main seman-112

tic content conveyed by confiance. Our approach113

assigns VERB to confiance, leaving fait appropri-114

ately unassigned. Structural divergence is illus-115

trated in Fig. 1 (c), where an incorporated argu-116

ment (France) appears in the target language as the117

object of a preposition a la France. Here, prevent118

maps to éviter à. Our approach assigns VERB only119

to éviter, leaving à appropriately unassigned.120

Our process does not require transformer-based 121

scoring or syntactic rules to address these label 122

divergences. Instead we apply a simple, efficient 123

algorithm that retains accuracy and induces explain- 124

ability. We use word-to-word alignment along with 125

a queued rule-based SRL projection model: First 126

Come, First Assign (FCFA). This approach avoids 127

noise introduced by divergent mappings. We take 128

advantage of isomorphic properties at the seman- 129

tic level, using predicate-argument structures to 130

systematically map potentially divergent semantic- 131

role labels, while retaining underlying predicate- 132

argument representations (often more than one) to 133

support explainability in reporting results. 134

Additionally, we provide a visualization tool that 135

displays these linguistically-motivated representa- 136

tions, one for each predicate-SRL labels. These 137

visualizations display how and why each SRL label 138

assignment was made and reveals errors for easy 139

remediation. We create a SRL-annotated dataset 140

and build a French semantic role labeler without re- 141

liance on a gold-standard human-annotated corpus. 142

Our results show the FCFA model (a) performs 143

107% faster than XSRL, (b) offers F1 score com- 144

parable to XSRL, and (c) is more explainable, via 145

our visualization tool. 146

Next we discuss background for our work. Sec- 147

tion 3 provides our methodology for explainable 148

projection followed by experiments and analyses in 149

Section 4. We present limitations in Section 5, fol- 150

lowed by conclusions and future work in Section 6, 151

and end with ethical considerations. 152

2 Background 153

We highlight three background areas: cross-lingual 154

semantic role labeling, pre-training of SRL models, 155

and explainability in NLP. 156

2.1 Cross-lingual Semantic Role Labeling 157

Cross-lingual semantic role labeling is generally 158

achieved through model transferring or annotation 159

projection. Model transferring approaches do not 160

attempt to align datasets across languages. Hence, 161

these approaches involve the creation of a separate 162

dataset for each language. McDonald et al. (2013) 163

generate syntactic-dependency datasets for six lan- 164

guages. Transfer models use shared feature rep- 165

resentations (Kozhevnikov et al., 2013). Polyglot 166

SRL (Mulcaire et al., 2018) employs word vectors 167

and is trained on annotation union between two lan- 168

guages. One cross-lingual encoder-decoder model 169
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translates and assigns SRL at the same time for170

resource-poor languages (Daza and Frank, 2019).171

Projection-based methods are used for tasks such172

as POS tagging (Yarowsky and Ngai, 2001), de-173

pendency parsing (Hwa et al., 2005) and machine174

translation (Zhang et al., 2008; Shen et al., 2016).175

Tree-to-tree mapping (Shen et al., 2016) is used in176

machine translation and projects dependency trees177

from source to target without regard to isomorphic178

predicate-argument structures. Tree sequence align-179

ment takes advantage of syntax-based and phrase-180

based methods (Zhang et al., 2008). Projection of181

universal dependency trees along with cross-lingual182

features have been used in Prazák et al. (2017) to183

develop an SRL system.184

SRL Projection can be done without relying185

on tree-to-tree mappings as semantic information186

abstracts away from surface structure and thus187

is less prone to syntactic variations (Padó et al.,188

2009). Word-to-word alignment-based projection189

demonstrates degrees of success (Daza and Frank,190

2020; Fei et al., 2020a; He et al., 2019). How-191

ever, such approaches introduce considerable noise192

due to translation divergences and alignment errors193

(Akbik et al., 2015). Additional resources such194

as syntactic constituents (Padó et al., 2009) and195

projection probability distributions (Akbik et al.,196

2015) are used to improve the performance of word-197

alignment based projection annotations. Noise is198

further reduced by using gold-standard annotated199

source data and projecting the relevant annotations200

to translated target sentences. Translation-based201

projection has proven useful (Fei et al., 2020a).202

Our French SRL labeler relies on central el-203

ements of projection-based models. When the204

projection-based model aligns two sentences in dif-205

ferent languages, one-to-one word mappings are206

not guaranteed. XSRL (Daza and Frank, 2020)207

classifies many-to-one mappings into three cases:208

nominalizations, light verb construction, and sep-209

arable verb prefixes. For test data, XSRL uses hu-210

man validation to align two languages. They then211

use BERT-score (Zhang et al., 2019) to automati-212

cally project SRL labels from source to target via213

score-based voting to transfer labels. Björkelund214

et al. (2009) build an ML classifier using logis-215

tic regression to implement multilingual semantic216

role labeling. Syntactic rules are also used to build217

multilingual SRL models (He et al., 2019).218

While our approach also relies on projection, it219

differs from above as it explains three divergent220

cases and provides visualization to illuminate our 221

process for SRL transfer. We then compare perfor- 222

mance of our French semantic role labeler with that 223

of XSRL, a state-of-the-art implementation and 224

community standard for projection-based multi- 225

lingual SRL model. 226

2.2 Pretrained SRL model 227

Deep learning has recently been explored for SRL. 228

For example, He et al. (2017) use a BiLSTM and 229

achieve high performance. Deep neural network 230

models have mainly explored the English SRL task, 231

yet challenges still remain for languages where 232

hand-annotated labels are not readily available. 233

To lessen this gap, Mehta et al. (2018) implement 234

a semi-supervised SRL model using syntactic parse 235

trees and BERT-based models trained for SRL (Shi 236

and Lin, 2019). Their motivation for using BERT- 237

based SRL is that BERT leverages the capabilities 238

of a pre-trained language model rather than using 239

additional lexical and syntactic data such as POS 240

tags (Marcheggiani et al., 2017) and syntactic tree 241

structures (Roth and Lapata, 2016; Li et al., 2018). 242

In addition to demonstrating the effectiveness 243

of pre-trained language models for SRL, Shi and 244

Lin (2019) also put forth a unified representation 245

for argument annotation by combining both span- 246

based and dependency-based annotation schemes. 247

Works described above have improved the per- 248

formance of SRL, however, they are mostly imple- 249

mented in English. Our approach uses BERT-based 250

alignment to project French SRL labels from En- 251

glish and provide French corpora that are used as 252

training data for a French SRL model. 253

2.3 Explainability in NLP 254

Explainable NLP has attracted significant attention 255

in the NLP community (Søgaard, 2021). Since 256

deep learning or embedding-based approaches be- 257

gan, many NLP research efforts have fallen under 258

the umbrella of black box models, whereas tradi- 259

tional NLP techniques, such as decision tress, rules, 260

hidden Markov models etc. are recognized as white 261

box techniques due to their inherent explainability. 262

Danilevsky et al. (2020) argue that methods used 263

to generate or visualize explanations are significant 264

ways to characterize explanations, and they present 265

various ways to represent explainability such as 266

raw examples, declarative rules, or saliency high- 267

lighting. 268

Explainability has been studied for various tasks 269

and domains. Liu et al. (2020) suggest a genera- 270
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tive explanation framework for classification, with271

fine-grained explanations. Healthcare implements272

explainability by classifying clinical data and vi-273

sualizing methods and model-agnostic post-hoc274

attributions (Danilevsky et al., 2021). Nevertheless,275

explainability for semantic role labeling is scarce.276

Our visualization tool lessens this gap by providing277

representations of the SRL transfer process.278

3 Methodology for Explainable279

Projection280

We introduce an explainable projection approach281

that uses word-to-word alignment coupled with282

First Come First Assign (FCFA). Our approach283

supports explainability in that the decisions be-284

hind label projections are clearly displayed rather285

than hidden behind black box algorithms. We use286

CoNLL-U format introduced by More et al. (2018),287

including ten fields, such as word segmentation,288

POS tagging, and morphological features, etc., and289

we assign SRL labels to the eleventh column.1 Fig.290

2 depicts intermediate predicate-argument repre-291

sentations. A predicate appears on top of each292

representation. Our projection technique is shown293

using yellow (English) on the left and blue (French)294

on the right as shown at each representation.295

To achieve explainable projection, we adopt a296

framework that creates SRL annotations for the297

French non-gold standard datasets as follows. We298

translate French data to English using Google299

Translate API (Han, 2015). The English translated300

data is then assigned SRL labels using the SRL301

predictions of AllenNLP SRL model (SRL-BERT)302

(Shi and Lin, 2019). FCFA then projects the En-303

glish SRL labels to the French dataset.304

The French dataset is then used as training data.305

We use AllenNLP’s trainer, with SRL-BERT (Shi306

and Lin, 2019) as the model algorithm. Perfor-307

mance of FCFA projection is compared to state-308

of-the-art XSRL projection and demonstrates that309

FCFA projection is two times faster than XSRL310

projection while remaining equally as accurate.311

Analysis of FCFA and XSRL outputs uses pre-312

cision, recall, and F1 score. FCFA projection313

achieves F1 scores comparable to the XSRL (50.8314

Twitter, 59.6 Wikipedia), while retaining speed315

gains and adding explainability.316

Two products of our implementation are: (a) a317

SRL labeled bilingual corpus (French-English as318

1CoNLL-U format described at https://
universaldependencies.org/format.html

our test case) to train a French SRL model; and 319

(b) a set of linguistic representations (one for each 320

predicate-role assignment) that provides a window 321

into why/how the system produces its output, while 322

elucidating errors that can be readily remedied. 323

3.1 Data for Experimental Design 324

Previous projection-based SRL models focus on 325

pre-annotated SRL data in news genre. For exam- 326

ple, CONLL-09 and Proposition Bank (Daza and 327

Frank, 2020; He et al., 2019; Fei et al., 2020a). 328

Our work expands to social media via French 329

Twitter data (Daignan, 2017).2 Emojis, URLs, and 330

mentions (@id) are removed. Wikipedia data, col- 331

lected using Selenium (García et al., 2020) is also 332

used.3 Wikipedia data focuses on French Elec- 333

tions and politics, particularly around the Russia- 334

Ukraine war. Both datasets are preprocessed via 335

spaCy4 and transformed into CoNLL format (Buch- 336

holz and Marsi, 2006) readying them for projection. 337

3.2 Source (English) corpora 338

Projection requires source corpora that are already 339

annotated with SRL labels, typically gold standard 340

annotations. However, our source data do not con- 341

tain any SRL labels let alone gold standard labels. 342

Therefore, we need to assign SRL labels to our 343

source data to ready them for projection. 344

To create a source corpora annotated with SRL 345

labels, first, we translate French datasets into En- 346

glish using googletrans 3.0.0 API (Han, 2015),5 347

which is a free and unlimited python library for 348

Google Translate API. We use SRL-BERT (Shi and 349

Lin, 2019)6 from AllenNLP to assign SRL labels to 350

the English corpora, and then these SRL labels are 351

projected to the French corpora. AllenNLP’s SRL- 352

BERT model achieves an F1 Score of 86.49 on the 353

English Ontonotes dataset (Shi and Lin, 2019). 354

3.3 Word-to-word Alignment 355

We implement word-to-word alignment (Bacciu, 356

2021) to project SRL labels. This algorithm is 357

2https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/
jeanmidev/french-presidential-election,
data include user names, but is open and publicly available.

3Selenium Apache License 2.0 https://
www.selenium.dev/documentation/about/
copyright/#license

4spaCy 3.4.1 with en_core_web_md and fr_core_news_md
is used for tokenization

5googletrans has MIT licence style, https://pypi.
org/project/googletrans/

6SRL-BERT can be used non-exclusively https://
allenai.org/terms
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Figure 2: Visualization of intermediate predicate-argument representation. Labels are specific to a given predicate.

distributed through a public github repository7 and358

built on BERT, a transformer based model (Devlin359

et al., 2018). Word-to-word alignment maps source360

tokens to target tokens (see Fig. 3).361

Figure 3: One-to-one mapping

In figure 3, Two sentences I understand your dis-362

may and Je comprends votre désarroi are mapped363

one-to-one for each token. However, alignment364

does not always guarantee one-to-one mapping365

since the translation process produces divergences366

(Dorr, 1994) that make aligning languages difficult.367

3.4 First Come, First Assign (FCFA) with368

Explainability369

To address divergent SRL label projection, FCFA370

leverages isomorphic properties at the semantic371

level, i.e., similar structures for both source and372

target sentences, to handle divergence categories.373

Fig. 2 presents two intermediate representations for374

the two predicate-argument structures in the given375

sentence. Our approach transfers SRL labels from376

source (English) to target (French) based on these377

predicate-argument structures.378

We also take advantage of SRL labels being spe-379

cific to a given predicate. This ensures that SRL380

labels of aligned words are transferred successfully381

within divergence cases. For example, in Fig. 4, is382

7https://github.com/andreabac3/Word_
Alignment_BERT

enough is aligned with suffit which has a different 383

POS. Although is and enough are aligned to suffit at 384

the same time, FCFA assigns VERB to suffit since 385

[V-is] is the first SRL label from the English side. 386

Figure 4: Categorial Divergence

Explainability of our approach is demonstrated 387

through our visualization tool. We present a set of 388

linguistic representations, one for each predicate 389

followed by semantic role assignments. This repre- 390

sentation provides two key pieces of information: 391

(a) how we accommodate three divergence types 392

for transferring SRL labels from the source dataset, 393

and (b) interpretability of transferring SRL outputs 394

Fig. 4, 5, and 6 present projection from 395

source to target, and show how our approach ad- 396

dresses cross-lingual divergences. Here, our rep- 397

resentation tool reveals the presence of catego- 398
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Figure 5: Light Verb Divergence

Figure 6: Structural Divergence

rial, light verb, and structural divergences (Dorr 399

et al., 2002). Fig. 5 presents light verb diver- 400

gence. Black colored words are not associated 401

with trust/confiance, and only yellow/blue words 402

are tied to the trust/confiance predicate-argument 403

structure. Our approach assigns VERB to confi- 404

ance and does not assign SRL label to fait since 405

there is no word that is mapped to fait. Fig. 6 406

shows structural divergence, prevent is translated 407

to éviter à, but only éviter has a SRL label. No 408

SRL label is mapped to à as à is not aligned with 409

an English word. 410

4 Experiments and Analyses 411

We describe our experiments for training and test- 412

ing with projected french corpora and compare the 413

performance of XSRL and FCFA. 414

4.1 Experiment setup 415

Two different corpora are projected from English 416

using both XSRL8 and FCFA. The result is SRL 417

labeled French corpora (on Twitter and Wikipedia 418

data) used to train French SRL models. 419

The datasets are converted into the format re- 420

quired for by AllenNLP’s SRL-BERT training tool. 421

Twitter data includes 25,549 sentences, and the 422

Wikipedia dataset consists of 25,502 sentences. 423

Both datasets are divided into train (80%), dev 424

(18%), and test (2%) datasets. Thus, there are four 425

models to train: XSRL-twitter, XSRL-wikipedia, 426

FCFA-twitter, FCFA-wikipedia. We train our mod- 427

els using a learning rate of 5e-5 for the hugging- 428

face_adamw optimizer and batch size of 32. 429

4.2 Experiment results and analyses 430

Our test data do not have ground truth SRL la- 431

bels, so we define the ground truth to evaluate the 432

model’s performance. Therefore, we create an En- 433

glish corpus to use for ground truth. Analyses for 434

accuracy uses precision (P), recall (R), and F1. 435

We define true positive (TP), false positive (FP), 436

true negative (TN), and false negative (FN) as fol- 437

lows: A TP occurs when an English predicted SRL 438

label and a French predicted SRL label are the same 439

for aligned tokens. In Table 1, the predicate was 440

and était are aligned and have the same SRL labels. 441

An FP occurs when an English token has no SRL 442

label (O), and the corresponding French token has 443

8XSRL is Apache License 2.0 https://github.
com/Heidelberg-NLP/xsrl_mbert_aligner/
blob/main/LICENSE
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a SRL label or when the English and French tokens444

have different SRL labels. In Table 1, growing445

and grandie are aligned, but growing has no SRL446

label and grandie is assigned a VERB. An example447

of a case with different SRL labels is the case of448

English less (ARG2) and French moins (ARG1).449

A TN happens when both the English and French450

tokens are unassigned (O), as in not and pas. A FN451

occurs when an English token has a SRL label and452

the corresponding French token has no SRL label,453

e.g., His (ARG0) vs. Son (O) in Table 1.454

Component Example
True Positive [V-was] -> [V-était]

False Positive
[O-growing] -> [V-grandie]

[ARG2-less] -> [ARG1-moins]
True Negative [O-not] -> [O-pas]
False Negative [ARG0-His] ->[O-Son]

Table 1: Example of TP, FP, TN, FN

We explore the performance of two projection-455

based models: XSRL and FCFA. Table 2 and 3456

present the results using 511 sentences (test dataset)457

from both Twitter and Wikipedia.458

Table 2 presents XSRL projection performance.459

The models yield a higher F1 score (Twitter-Twitter460

50.8, Wikipedia-Wikipedia 59.2) when the train461

and test data are from the same genre than when462

the train and test datasets are derived from differ-463

ent genres. F1 score drops when the training and464

test datasets come from different genres. Specifi-465

cally, Wikipedia-trained models have a bigger drop466

in F1 score (-18.7%), but Twitter-trained models467

experience a lower drop in F1 score (-14.3%).468

In Table 2, XSRL-Twitter-trained model shows469

a comparable decline in precision (-14.9%) and re-470

call (-14%) when train and test dataset come from471

different genres. An XSRL-Wikipedia-trained472

model presents a higher decrement in recall (-25%),473

whereas decrement in precision is significantly474

lower (-0.06%).475

Training Data Test Data P R F1
Twitter Twitter 67.6 40.7 50.8
Twitter Wikipedia 57.5 35.0 43.5
Wikipedia Twitter 64.9 38.2 48.1
Wikipedia Wikipedia 69.5 51.6 59.2

Table 2: Performance of XSRL projection models

The results of the FCFA projection-based model476

are shown in Table 3. The XSRL-projection-based477

model achieves higher F1 scores on same genre 478

of train and test datasets. FCFA-projection-based 479

model also yields higher F1 scores when the train- 480

ing and test data are generated from the same 481

genres (Twitter-Twitter 50.8, Wikipedia-Wikipedia 482

59.6). When train data and test data differ, the 483

FCFA-Wikipedia-trained model exhibits a more 484

notable fall in F1 score (-20.4%) than that of a 485

FCFA-Twitter-trained model (-14.9%). 486

In Table 3, precision and recall for both the Twit- 487

ter and Wikipedia models decrease when the test 488

dataset are not sourced from the same genre. The 489

FCFA-Twitter-trained model presents a higher re- 490

duction for precision (-20.2%) than the reduction 491

for recall (-11.9%) when test data sources are not 492

from the same genre. The recall loss in the FCFA- 493

Wikipedia-trained model is more notable (-29.8%) 494

than the precision loss (-0.04%). 495

Training Data Test Data P R F1
Twitter Twitter 69.4 40.1 50.8
Twitter Wikipedia 55.5 35.3 43.2
Wikipedia Twitter 64.8 37.3 47.4
Wikipedia Wikipedia 67.8 53.2 59.6

Table 3: Performance of FCFA projection models

FCFA projection has significantly better time 496

complexity: 107% faster than XSRL. We run at 497

2.2GHz on an Intel (R) Xeon (R) CPU on Google 498

Colab, testing 511 sentences from Wikipedia and 499

Twitter. The P, R, F1 for FCFA projection mod- 500

els appears comparable to XSRL on both Twitter 501

and Wikipedia test data. The difference between 502

each model is less than 1% in both Twitter and 503

Wikipedia. Thus we have achieved explainable 504

transferability of SRL labels with better speed per- 505

formance and comparable P, R, F1 performance. 506

Model Data Time (secs)
FCFA Twitter 111.74
(Daza and Frank, 2020) Twitter 231.93
FCFA Wikipedia 204.71
(Daza and Frank, 2020) Wikipedia 424.91

Table 4: Speed Performance of FCFA and XSRL

5 Limitations 507

Although our approach provides an explainable pro- 508

jection method for cross-lingual semantic role la- 509

beling, there are three major limitations that need to 510

be addressed: (a) our approach uses a transformer- 511

7



based model to align English and French; (b) eval-512

uation data has low reliability since it is not a gold513

standard dataset; (c) training the French SRL sys-514

tem is less explainable. Our method relies on two515

key components: cross-lingual alignment based on516

mBERT and FCFA. Our approach enables expla-517

nations that elucidate how and why projection of518

SRL labels works, it does not explain how English519

words are mapped to French words since alignment520

uses a transformer-based model. We mitigate this521

problem by identifying word alignments using our522

visualization tool. These representations offer the523

validation of alignment outputs which is likely to524

help improve word alignments.525

We expand cross-lingual SRL research to new526

genres using online social media data, and we cre-527

ate new corpora that contain SRL labels. However,528

these datasets do not have ground truth for SRL529

labels, making the model evaluation difficult. Even530

if we generate ground truth using SRL-BERT by531

AllenNLP, SRL-BERT trains on a different genre532

of data, and its performance still needs to be im-533

proved. More importantly, the SRL-BERT model534

is a transformer-based model which works through535

black box algorithms. Thus, this process is less536

interpretable, and we cannot explain how English537

words get SRL labels–we only explain how those538

roles are transferred to the non-English language.539

Another limitation is inherent in the applica-540

tion of AllenNLP’s SRL model trainer to create541

a French SRL model. This model uses BERT for542

training, which makes the inner workings of train-543

ing on our new bilingual corpora opaque. Since544

our transferring of SRL labels are explainable, we545

can make refinements to FCFA, train and run SRL546

iteratively to see more immediate impacts of the547

refinements.548

6 Conclusions and Future Work549

We present an explainable projection-based cross-550

lingual SRL, which improves explainability of pro-551

jection through representation tools. Our approach552

has three primary contributions, it (a) provides553

explainability as it shows each labels projection554

through visualization tools, which present decision555

making for which labels get projected and eluci-556

dates possible errors, (b) word-to-word alignment557

along with FCFA offers 107% faster than XSRL558

and equally accurate SRL label projection, and (c)559

a French SRL model yielding comparable perfor-560

mance to XSRL projection-based model561

Future work will focus on improving explain- 562

ability and the model’s performance for the French 563

SRL system. Our approach still operates partially 564

using black box algorithms. For alignment, we 565

need to enhance the explainability of how it aligns 566

two languages, not just for French but also for 567

other languages where hand-annotated labels are 568

not readily available. It requires explicating how 569

BERT operates in alignment and SRL tasks. 570

To improve the model’s performance, using 571

human-labeled data would be the best way to pro- 572

duce a gold-standard dataset. However, the human 573

labeling process comes at the expense of time con- 574

sumption. We can use human-labeled data only for 575

development sets to achieve more accurate training 576

outputs without significant loss of time complexity. 577

Our French SRL system-generated data can be 578

used for training data as a silver dataset since our 579

experiments yield meaningfully performance (F1 580

50.8) even if our dataset size is much smaller 581

(708k words) than what SRL-BERT model has 582

(2.9M words) and SRL-BERT performs 86.49 on 583

its dataset. Furthermore, as an extension to this 584

implementation, experiments will also be directed 585

towards exploring possibilities of using FCFA an- 586

notation scheme in Abstract Meaning Representa- 587

tion (AMR) parsing in the multilingual domain. 588

Another future work will be correcting some of 589

the incorrect transferred SRL labels. For exam- 590

ple, in our system, when our input is Mary attends 591

school in English and transfer its SRL labels to 592

Marie va à l’école, our system transfers ARG1 to 593

à l’école instead of ARG4 (see Fig. 7). The di- 594

vergence here is tied to the variation between the 595

verbs go and attend. Although (b) retains the same 596

semantic meaning with (a), we need to correct SRL 597

labels. This issue can be potentially identified by a 598

tree based visualization as shown in Fig. 7. 599

Figure 7: Dependency isomorphism
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7 Ethical Considerations600

Our French Twitter data are from Kag-601

gle’s open research Twitter dataset602

(Daignan, 2017) (https://www.603

kaggle.com/datasets/jeanmidev/604

french-presidential-election). User605

names can be found in this Twitter dataset,606

however, this Twitter dataset is open and publicly607

available. Our experiments also use Wikipedia608

data to expand our experimental evaluation; these609

are open to the public and freely usable.9610

Potential risk of this work is bias in data. Our611

data are biased towards the social media genre.612

Care must be taken to generalize our performance.613

We mitigate the social media bias by combining614

it with a second data genre (i.e. Wikipedia). An-615

other consideration to take into account is the risk616

that the alignment projection (Bacciu, 2021) is an617

unexplainable part of our approach, and also, align-618

ment projection will not always produce accurate619

outputs. We reduce this risk by adding explainable620

approaches for alignment projection (Danilevsky621

et al., 2020) to our SRL model building pipeline.622

Our interpretable approach contributes to identify-623

ing inaccurate alignment and revealing the reason624

for the inaccurate outputs so that it can be easily625

remedied.626
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